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THE SUITABILITY OF X-RAY PAPER AS AN INSPECTION

TOOL FOR FLAT PLATE NUCLEAR FUEL

INTRODUCTION

The flat plate nuclear fuel used in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) has several
attributes which are best examined by radiography. These are fuel core dimen-
sions and location, homogeneity of the uranium aluminide alloy that composes
the core, and the location and sizing of fuel particles in the "fuel free"
edge borders of the plates. The most economical approach is to inspect for
all three attributes from a single radiograph which requires accommodation
of a large contrast range. The fuel core dimension is relatively straight for-
ward in that it requires the detection of an edge between the two highly con-
trasting absorbers of the fuel core and pure aluminum edges. Flake detection
in the fuel free area is similarly aided by a high contrast between the flakes
of uranium aluminide which are light in the radiograph and the aluminum edge
border which shows much darker. The homogeneity measurement is more difficult,
however, due to the lower contrast found in the core area between concentra-
tions of the fuel against a properly loaded background.

Currently radiography is conducted using Kodak type M double emulsion film
which provides a high qual.cy image for evaluation. However, while the image
is excellent the exposure, processing, and materials costs for the film
radiography are considerable. Film costs alone are approximately $1.15 per
square foot.

A promising alternative to film exists however in paper radiography. The two
media are very similar except that paper uses a single emulsion which is
deposited on an opaque diffuse relfecting surface. This requires that the
image be viewed with reflected rather than transmitted light. .This type of
physical structure results in lower materials and processing costs. For
example, Kodak Industrex 600 paper is approximately 50% the cost of type M
film. In addition the image can be developed and viewed (although not fixed)
in as little as 10 seconds. The processing equipment is inexpensive and
simplistic. If the image quality obtained from paper radiographs is accept-
able significant labor and materials savings can be realized.

Our interest in paper radiography at the INEL was sparked by an article by J.C.
Domanus in the December 1977 Nuclear Technology1. The paper, titled "Radio-
graphic Control of Materials Testing Reactor Fuel on X-Ray Daper," was a com-
prehensive report on how x-ray paper was evaluated and used to radiograph both
the fuel and unrolled blocks for the MTR fuel production in Denmark. Domanus
reported radiographic sensitivities of 2% or less for the paper which were
very comparable to the film being used. ,



Additional evaluation of x-ray paper properties has been conducted at the Air
Force Materials Testing Laboratory and reported in the April 1977 Materials
Evaluation^. This work which was conducted by Holloway and Bahlen, was
geared toward aircraft components rather than nuclear applications, but it
contains a wealth of useful information.

After a careful review of the information contained in these articles it was
obvious that paper at least had the potential for replacing film in the ATR
inspection. However, it was difficult to extrapolate the quoted sensitivities
to the very subtle defects that can be cause for rejection of the ATR plates.
Typically we are interested in rejecting the following types of least detect-
able defects in the final rolled plate:

1) Core inhomogeneity

a) "bright spots" (Small local fuel concentrations showing as light
areas on the radiograph) greater than 0.38 mm (0.015 inches) in
diameter.

b) Gross or large scale inhoniogeneities which show average densi-
tometer readings greater or lower than a standard over a 12.7 mm
(0.5 inch) square area.

c) Edge border location within the maximum and minimum dimensions
called out in the specification (typically ± 1.91 mm [0.075
inches]).

d) Isolated fuel particles as small as 0.13 mm (0.005 inches) in
the fuel free edges of the plates.

These flaws can result in thermal problems when the fuel is used or in fabri-
cation problems when the plates are assembled into elements. Each plate is
12.7 mm (0.05 inches) thick and approximately 76.2 mm (3 inches) wide and
1.7m (50 inches) long.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Rather than attempt to design and fabricate an artifical penetrameter which
would be difficult to relate to actual flaws 1 we took the approach of using
flawed plates as a standard for detectability. By radiographing the plates
with Kodak type M film and higher resolution type R we had an excellent
comparison base for evaluating the paper radiographs. For the paper radio-
graphs we compared both Agfa-Gaevert Structrix IC paper and Kodak Instant
600 paper which are similar in response. The film radiographs were shot to
obtain a density of between 1.5 and 2.5 for the fuel free aluminum edge
borders. This required an exposure of 90 seconds at 70 KV and and 2.5 ma
at a distance of 1.8 meters (72 inches).

The x-ray paper is designed to b;e exposed using fluorescent intensifying
screens since the spectral sensijtivity of the emulsion peaks in the ultra-
violet spectrum. The fluorescent screens are chosen to have a spectral



response similar to that of the emulsion resulting in greatly reduced exposure
times. However when the paper is exposed without intensifying screens the
exposure latitude is greatly increased as shown in Figure 1. This is an advan-
tageous effect in that it allows the homogeneity and flake inspection to be
performed from a single radiograph. In addition exposure without screens
reduces the light scatter from the fluorescent material^ and may contribute
to reducing quantum mottle or statistical variations. For these reasons we
shot the radiographs without screens. The longer exposure times required
were still comparable to those needed for the film radiography. The optimum
technique for the paper radiographs was an exposure of 175 seconds at 60 KV
and 2 ma at a distance of 1.8 meters (72 inches).
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The plates that were examined had representative flaws for flaking, bright
spot inhomogeneity and gross inhomogeneity. Plate #D18-021 had numerous
small flakes from 0.05 mm (0.002 inches) to 0.25 mm (0.010 inches) in diameter
extending into the fuel free area of the plate. These flakes while small had
a large contrast with respect to the background. Plate #20EX057 had a low
contrast 0.75 mm (0.030 inch) flake in the fuel free area. Plate #13ES835
had a bright spot inhomogeneity of 0.36 mm (0.014 inches) diameter while
plate #1EV728 had a gross inhomogeneity over a wide area of the fuel core.

Each of these plates was radiographed with Kodak type M film and Kodak
Industrex 600 paper. Plate D18-021 was also radiographed with type R film to
provide a higher resolution standard for sizing the very small flakes. Agfa-
Gaevert Structrix IC paper was used on a sample basis to compare with the
Kodak image but no quantitative data was taken. The qualitative impression
was that the image was at least as good as the Industrex 600.

THE RESULTS

Essentially we were attempting to ascertain if the paper radiographs could
detect each type of flaw represented. In the case of the small (0.05 to
0.25 mm) flakes we also wanted to assign a lower limit to the size of flake
that could be detected with paper. Detection implies that the feature was
distinguished by the unaided eye. The results are summarized in Figure 2.

Plate I

D18-021

Flaw

0.05 mm to 0.25 mm flakes in
the fuel free area

1EV728

13ES835

Gross inhomogeneity

Bright spot inhomogeneity

20EX057 Low contrast 0.75 mm flake
in fuel free area

Results

The lower limit of
detectability was 0.18 mm
flakes. This compared
with 0.1 mm with type M
film and 0.05 mm with
type R.

Easily detectable

Undetectable with paper
(It is estimated that the
threshold for detectability
of a bright spot would be
approximately 0.64 mm.)

Easily detected on paper
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For plate Dl8-021 an optical comparator with 7X magnification was used to
size flakes from 0.05 mm to 0.25 mm using the high resolution type R film. The
locations of these flakes were mapped with respect to the plate edges and
used as a reference in finding the flakes on type M film and the 600 paper.
Using this technique we were able to ascertain that type M film clearly imaged
flakes as small as 0.1 mm while the paper had a lower limit of 0.18 mm. As
expected the gross inhomogeneity of plate 1EV728 was clearly discernable. On
the other hand it was nearly impossible to detect the 0.36 mm bright spot on
plate 13ES835. Even with the aid of magnification it was difficult to discern
the flaw against the low contrast of the fueled area. Had the size been
larger (0.64 mm) or the contrast greater the flaws would be more pronounced •
The 0.75 mm low contrast flake of plate 20EX057 was easily visible however.

These results, while not as well recognized as a quoted radiographic sensitivity,
gave us a greater practical feel for the suitability of the paper media. Due
to the difficulty in discerning the bright spot flaw we have chosen to continue
radiographing the plates with film, but it was generally agreed that the paper
might be more than adequate for flat plate fuel inspection in other situations.
The paper image in spite of its lower resolution was still impressive and of
high quality.

The drawbacks of the paper are almost all due to the fact that the image is
formed with reflected light rather than transmitted light. With this method
the dynamic range of the reflected image is considerably less than that obtained
with a transmitted image. Film is generally capable of a density spread of .5
to 3.5 while paper is limited to a range of .5 to 2.0. The reasons for this
can be seen from the comparison of Figure 3. Imaging with double emulsion film
is depicted in Figure 3a with the light source behind the film. With suitable
film exposure high intensity incident light can be used with little scattering
to create an image with a wide range of densities. Reflection imaging shown
in 3b, is affected by scattering from the diffuse reflector behind the emulsion.
Lower density ranges result from the incident radiation being scattered and
decreasing the ability of the emulsion to absorb and transmit the image forming
rays to the eye.

A second relatively minor drawback in the film is in its archival suitability.
The rapid development of the x-ray paper image is possible because the emulsion
contains developing agents which assist in developing the silver halide crystals.
In developing the latent image on the exposed emulsion the unexposed areas of
the emulsion are stabilized into relatively insensitive compounds which can
remain stable for several months. For permanency however it is necessary to
fix and wash the radiograph.

SOURCES OF ERROR AND POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS

The major source of error in the values assigned to detectability are in the
method of measurement which introduces an estimated sizing error of + 10%.

Significant improvements in this analysis could be realized by introducing
the variable of contrast in a more quantitative way. The detectability of a
flaw depends not only on it's size but also the contrast with its background.
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In addition the technique used to expose the x-ray paper might be improved
upon. Certainly at a minimum it could be optimized for detection of one of
the types of flaws at the expense of the others.

CONCLUSIONS

While there was some degradation of the image involved in the use of paper
as compared to film, the overall capability of the paper was quite impressive.
If the suitability of paper is judged on the identification of edge border
location, homogeneity, and flaking, the paper appears to be more than adequate
with the following qualifications:

1) Flakes in the fuel free region are potentially undetectable below
0.18 mm diameter.

2) Bright spot inhomogeneities are potentially undetectable below
0.64 mm diameter.

The processing of the paper radpographs is certainly faster and less expensive
than that of film particularly if long term (ie > 3 month) archival ability
is not needed.
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